
  Symptomatic side Statistics 

Septal 

deviation 

Left Right Neither Fisher’s exact test (two-sided) 

p=0.004 

Cramér’s V/φ: 0.51 Left 6 (21%) 5 (18%) 0 (0%) 

Right 2 (7%) 6 (21%) 2 (7%) 

Neither 2 (7%) 0 (0%) 5 (18%) 

Table S1: Association and correlation of septal deviation and symptomatic side. 
Symptomatic side defined as the left or right side or neither (i.e., no symptomatic side). 
Septal deviation defined as to the left, right, or neither (i.e., not present). A Cramér’s V/φ 
> 0.5 is considered a strong effect, supporting correlation. 

  



 Septal Deviation Statistics 
 

Left Right Neither 

Body position predominance  

Right down 1 (4%) 1 (4%) 0 (0%) Fisher’s exact test (two-sided) 

p=0.5581 Left down 3 (11%) 1 (4%) 0 (0%) 

Supine 7 (25%) 8 (29%) 7 (25%) 

Body position duration  

Right down 2.14±0.35 1.45±0.39 1.48±0.41 F-stat 1.1 

p=0.35 

Left down 2.31±0.38 1.58±0.51 1.65±0.41 F-stat 0.88 

p=0.43 

Supine 3.53±0.48 4.96±0.64 5.17±0.56 F-stat 2.6 

p=0.10 

Table S2: Association between septal deviation and body position. Septal 
deviation defined as to the left, right, or neither (i.e., not present). Body position defined 
as both body position predominance (i.e., body position each patient spent the longest 
duration of time in) and body position duration (i.e., duration of time spent in each 
working phase for all patients).  Data for body position predominance presented as n 
(%).  Data for body position duration presented in hours as mean ± SEM.   
  



 Working phase predominance  

Body Position 

Predominance 

Right Left Equal  

Supine 14 (50%) 7 (25%) 1 (4%) Fisher’s exact test (two-

sided) 

p=0.48 

Right 1 (4%) 1 (4%) 0 (0%) 

Left 4 (14%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 

Table S3: Association between body position predominance and working phase 
predominance.  Working phase and body position predominance defined as working 
phase/body position each patient spent the longest duration of time in.  Data for working 
phase predominance and body position predominance presented as n (%). 
  



 Working phase 

Position Right Left Equal 

Supine -0.03 0.06 0.1 

Right -0.08 0.11 0.06 

Left 0.22 -0.02 -0.13 

Table S4: Correlation matrix comparing working phase duration and body 
position duration. None of the correlations were deemed to have a clinically significant 
effect size, and none met the Bonferroni-corrected alpha threshold of 0.0056. 
 


